Easily manage the digital classroom environment with a SAFARI Montage Endpoint and Classroom Portal License

Provides access to a well-organized Classroom Portal which offers teachers centralized control of classroom devices along with seamless navigation to visual classroom resources, such as school news, live TV and events, lunch menus and student class rostering information.

**CLASSROOM PORTAL LICENSE PROVIDES:**

- Classroom Portal Access to Recorded News
- Access to Digital Classroom Signage (Lunch Menus, Sporting Events, etc.)
- Classroom Portal Access to Live School News and Updates*
- Classroom Portal Access to Cable TV* and Channel Guide**
- Student Class Rostering via Classroom Portal ***

**Classroom Portal License Requirements:**

SAFARI Montage Endpoint
SAFARI Montage Version 7.0 or later
SAFARI Montage Learning Object Repository (LOR) Pathways SM
*Selective Video Streaming required for access to Live School News and Cable TV
**Channel Guide License required for access to Channel Guide
***SIS Integration or LOR Lesson Presenter License required for Student Class Rostering